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A Message from the President

Thursday, June 4th, the new board had an in-person, socially-distanced
meeting outside under the awning at St. Alphonsus. It was nice to see everyone
in person as opposed to from a computer screen and we are pleased that we
can begin to restart our furniture operations as we move into the yellow phase. I
am also happy to have this message be part of our first HTN quarterly
newsletter (thanks to Kathy Morris and her daughter Sarah).  
  
Here are some of the highlights from our meeting:

It appears that we will have enough movers to restart the furniture
delivery program beginning this week. Jerry Dugan is coordinating this
move and we will deliver to 10-12 families over a one-week period.
Thanks to all of the advocates for their work in staying in touch with the
families during the delay caused by the pandemic.
Special thanks also to all who made the "emergency deliveries" work both
before the virus hit and during the time we were in the red phase. We
made 11 emergency requests in the first two months of the year and three
additional requests during the red phase when families were able to pick
up from our warehouses. 
We will continue to provide food and toys to our families as we deliver
furniture. Thanks to Ted Felix and Mark & Denise Sutton for their work on
this. Moving forward, we will likely limit toys to children six years and
under.
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With the help of Tom Moore, we have become aware of a project at St.
Martin of Tours Parish where they are turning their convent into temporary
housing for those in need and we are looking into ways that we can be of
help.
We have about $13,000 in the bank which is enough for us to meet our
needs in the short term. We will need additional funding to restart our
"Bed for Kids" program with One House at a Time (OHAAT) and other
expenses for later in the year. 

Thanks again to all of you that make HTN such a positive and impactful
ministry. I hope all of you will enjoy our first newsletter and that God may bless
all of us as we do good work for others. 
  
Steve Finley

Member Spotlight: HTN Movers

Learn how our HTN movers are addressing today’s “new normal” while
continuing to make an impact. 

As you know, all aspects of HTN’s Furniture Operations had been suspended
since March. With Montgomery and Philadelphia counties moving to the “yellow
phase,” our furniture deliveries will begin again this week. Jerry Dugan, our
Director of Furniture Operations Group, put together COVID-19 sensitive
guidelines for our HTN movers. We are so happy to resume our deliveries, but
in a safe manner using current government guidelines.  
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The entire document that Jerry developed can be found on our St. Alphonsus
HTN Page.  

Here are some of the key precautions we are taking:

Families will need to have someone on their end assist in moving furniture
inside
Families must wear a mask and remain 6 ft away from movers should we
have to enter the house or apartment
HTN will supply movers with disposable gloves for deliveries
Movers will likely have to drive individually down to
Kensington/Germantown
If sufficient movers are not available, we may have to limit deliveries to
beds and small items that do not require heavy lifting

Jerry offered two Zoom meeting sessions with fellow movers in May with the
purpose of discussing these guidelines and getting their feedback and ideas.
These sessions were very productive and members were able to give input and
express their concerns on how we can improve the process. We understand
some of our members’ reluctance to make deliveries during this time and will
make every effort to ensure the safety of everyone involved.  
Many thanks for the great efforts of our movers!

Get to Know Our Ministries & Partners 
  
In this first edition of our newsletter, we are excited to
highlight our partner, Innovel Solutions.

Now, there’s a reason we choose Innovel as our first partner to feature. Have
you been wondering what Tom Moore, HTN’s first president and founder, has
been doing since he stepped down as president of HTN in March? If you know
Tom, you know that he could never not be involved with HTN in some way. Tom
created HTN bringing along a number of his very good friends and former
basketball players. Over the past five years, he organized HTN’s furniture
operations and helped expand St Alphonsus’ Giving Tree program to now
include children from the Kensington neighborhood. He has developed and
nurtured relationships with several partners who assist HTN in serving over 20
organizations and ministries in the Greater Philadelphia area and, as you may
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guessed, one of those partners is Innovel.  
  
Innovel Solutions is a logistics company managing the warehousing and
delivery of products. The Innovel Solutions Morrisville Distribution Center,
located in Fairless Hills, has over two million square feet of storage. Over the
years, they have supported Kmart, Sears, and recently Costco, and have
numerous clients for the products they manage. 

Last December, HTN had the opportunity to meet with the Morrisville
Distribution Center’s Senior Management team, and again in February and
May. These meetings resulted in HTN receiving significant donations of luxury
bedding and high-end cookware, exceeding $50,000 in retail value.  

Based on the initial success of our interactions with Innovel, we realized there
is an opportunity to leverage this relationship to support our ministries and
organizations beyond our original mission of furniture deliveries to those in
need.  

We have engaged with Mission Santa Maria/St. Rocco’s Parish in Avondale,
whose Monsignor has been serving their migrant community for over 20 years.
We also continue to work with Pro-Life Maternity Homes and are actively
replacing beds and providing cookware to a number of maternity homes. There
have also been discussions of future opportunities with three new Catholic
Social Service homes. 

Innovel’s Senior Management is talking to other clients who produce products
which HTN Ministry can use to help needy families. We believe we are making
great progress with this new and significant partner. 

How You Can Support HTN 

Fundraising Director for HTN, Dave White, shares how you can support HTN
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during these uncertain times. 

Earlier this year HTN welcomed new leadership of dedicated men and women
to lead our growing ministry. Steve Finley and his team are ready and eager to
build on the foundation established by Tom Moore and the original HTN
leadership team. We have plans in place to increase the scope of our ministry
in 2020 in order to expand our impact and help more of those in need in better
ways.  

Last year your financial support for the 2019 HTN Fundraising Campaign
helped raise $40,000. While our formal 2020 HTN Fundraising Campaign is on
hold due to the pandemic, our pickups and deliveries of furniture, beds, and
more starts up again this week as Steve mentioned above, so any financial
help you can give will make a difference.  

We realize that many of you are receiving multiple requests from charities for
financial help right now. However, we hope that you take comfort in knowing
that every dollar you donate to HTN goes to support our ministry, which is
100% volunteers with no paid staff.  

We ask you to consider a gift to HTN which can be sent to the following: HTN
Ministry, 1836 Howe Lane, Maple Glen, PA 19002.  

Thank you for everything that you do for HTN and our brothers and sisters in
need in Christ. Meanwhile, say a prayer for HTN and stay healthy and safe. 
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